Torotoss Game Rules
Game Play:
Players (2-4) play with 2 toros (arm slinkys) per team
Players shoot from opposite sides and alternate throws
Players collapse the slinkys before they throw
Players toss the toros underhand
Players can shoot from the front of the bucket but not passed
The team that throws the most points will go first. If no point are scored then on the next turn the other
team will go first. This is called “taking the box.” Similar to golf.
Points and how they are scored:
Play to 33 or more and must win by 3 or more. Players do not have to land exactly on 33 and games
can score higher than 33 as long as there is no team has scored more than 3.
Ex. “A Team” won 40-37
Buckets and Hooks
Buckets are worth 1 and hooks are worth 2. These points CANCEL.
1 toro in the bucket or leaning on the bucket/handle = 1 point
2 buckets = 2 points
1 toro on the hook = 2 points
2 hooks = 4 points
1 toro that has hooked 2 hooks = 4 points (rare)
These points are easy to score and are considered “garbage points” because they add little to the score
and can be canceled out
Scoring the Tower
A toro is made of 14 bands. Each band represents a possible point on each throw when going onto the
tower. This is called a ringer (similar to horseshoes).
Once the toro is thrown it expands and when it goes onto the tower however many bands are
completely around the tower = however many points.
Ex. 1 band = 1point, 2 bands = 2 points, 7 bands = 7 points.
This is considered the wealth of the game and is how to win the game the quickest.
If a player gets all the bands around the tower the game is won and is instantly over
If a team member from the opposite team pulls off a ringer without counting the bands then the team
who hit the ringer automatically is awarded 14 points.
Skill to the game
Torotoss is a game of skill and there are a variety of ways to toss at your target. Shoot with intention of
hitting the top of the tower. Achieve this by keeping your feet planted and releasing the toro out in front
of you (similar to bowling).
Types of shots: Roll shot, Flat shot , Flip shot
Each one of these shots has a different quality to help you score during the game.
HAVE FUN! And may the best team win!!

